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chuck@furrow.com

From: Trent Russell <trentjustinrussell@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, September 20, 2022 6:47 PM
To: chuck@furrow.com
Subject: Fwd: Sink Hole 

 

Sent from my iPhone 
 
Begin forwarded message: 

From: Trent Russell <trentjustinrussell@gmail.com> 
Date: September 20, 2022 at 6:12:29 PM EDT 
To: Trent Russell <trentjustinrussell@gmail.com> 
Subject: Fwd: Sink Hole 

 
 

‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ Forwarded message ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: Michael Milton with Shotcrete Contractors Inc. <mmiltonhb@aol.com> 
Date: Tue, Jul 5, 2022 at 11:56 AM 
Subject: Sink Hole 
To: trentjustinrussell@gmail.com <trentjustinrussell@gmail.com> 
 

Good morning I trust you had a good 4 th.  
 
I do not know why the ground collapsed, to my knowledge there has not been any soil borings to 
verify the soil condition, existing voids, or competent rock. In most situations surface water will drain  
 down and erode away the subsurface rock creating a void. Everything stays intact for a period of 
time then the void gets to big, surface soils gets heavy and falls in. 
 
I don't know how much the adjacent void contributed to the existing void or do I know how they repaired  
it, I assume they just performed some excavation and backed filled it. If you know otherwise I would  
like to know. 
 
Repairs methods can get expensive, I figure you would like to get repairs completed as thrifty as possible. 
 
Per our conversation I recommend to simply plug the existing sink hole and back fill. I think we can 
excavate 
the sink hole down to approx. 18 feet , maybe find the throat of the void. 
 
The excavated sink hole would be lined with a Geo Membrane and filled with stone, the membrane would 
be folded over the stone creating a sealed plug. Additional stone would be placed on top of the plug. 
 
The existing 4 - 6 inch drain pipe will be reconnected , remainder of sink hole will be back filled with soil 
seeded and mulched. 
 
Cost to perform repairs ------------------------$55,100.00 LS 
Contingency --------------------------------------$  3,500.00 LS 
 
Additional seeding and mulch ---------------$     500.00 LS 
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Due to the weather pattern we are having drought, it may be necessary to go back and re-seed.  
 
If this is something you want me to do I will get you a simple contract and schedule the repairs to be 
performed. 
 
Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions. 423.494.0945  
 

Michael Milton, President 

Shotcrete Contractors Inc. 
1055 Long Hollow RD 
LaFollette, TN 37766 
(C) 423-494-0945 
(P) 423-449-8407 
(F) 423-449-8460 

 


